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Saline and Alkaline Soils in Latin America 2020-09-26 this book provides the first comprehensive

overview of saline and alkaline soils in latin america known for having one of the most extensive

surface of salt affected soils in the world it is organized along two main axes soils and vegetation the

book discusses the occurrence of such soils in the region focusing mainly in management strategies

for their sustainable use and it presents accounts of natural vegetation and crops in the various

environments of the region social impacts of such conditions and ongoing projects to overcome them

are considered likewise the book highlights physiological mechanisms that are responsible for the

negative effects these soils exert on crops and forest resources and determine vegetation distribution

in them plant breeding challenges and new perspectives for such environments are discussed

technologies such as irrigation and drainage are included the readership includes soil and plant

scientists as well as policy makers

Critical Theory of Coloniality 2022-04-19 this book reveals how the critique of the domination of

capitalism inaugurated by the frankfurt school becomes pluriversal motivating the historical critical

theory of coloniality ctc dialogue between the global south and the global north ctc expresses the

emergence and historical actuality of a set of intellectual fields aimed at denouncing domination and

promoting emancipatory ideas at the borders of colonial capitalism the book argues that the actuality of

the ctc relies on the importance of valuing theoretical and methodological pluralism in the context of

the necessary redefinition of the directions of global society it reveals a plural reflection of scientific

moral and aesthetic character in different areas of former planetary colonisation such as asia africa

and america but also on the borders of europe this book is aimed at researchers and students in the

social sciences as well as in interdisciplinary studies it is attractive to those who are interested in the

plural development of theoretical criticism outside the european universe and who seek to understand

how capitalist power has metamorphosed with planetary coloniality considering this book implies

important reflections on topics such as development modernity tradition imperialism dependency and

democracy it is interesting to specialists in development issues international relations and policymakers

Latin American Extractivism 2020-12-07 this cutting edge book presents a broad picture of global

capitalism and extractivism in contemporary latin america leading scholars examine the cultural

patterns involving gender ethnicity and class that lie behind protests in opposition to extractivist

projects and the contrast in responses from state actors to those movements

China's Western Horizon 2020-02-03 a crucial assessment of how global and regional politics

converge in the swath of eurasia that includes south asia central asia and the middle east under the
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ambitious leadership of president xi jinping china is transforming its wealth and economic power into

tools of global political influence but china s foreign policy initiatives even belt and road will be shaped

and redefined as they confront the ground realities of local and regional politics outside china in china

s western horizon daniel s markey previews how china s efforts are likely to play out along its western

horizon across the swath of eurasia that includes south asia central asia and the middle east drawing

from extensive interviews travels and historical research markey describes how perceptions of china

vary widely within states such as pakistan kazakhstan and iran on balance markey anticipates that

china s deepening involvement will play to the advantage of regional strongmen and exacerbate the

political tensions within and among eurasian states to make the most of america s limited influence

along china s western horizon and elsewhere he argues that us policymakers should pursue a

selective and localized strategy to serve america s specific aims in eurasia and to better compete with

china over the long run

Global Encyclopedia of Public Administration, Public Policy, and Governance 2023-04-05 this global

encyclopedic work serves as a comprehensive collection of global scholarship regarding the vast fields

of public administration public policy governance and management written and edited by leading

international scholars and practitioners this exhaustive resource covers all areas of the above fields

and their numerous subfields of study in keeping with the multidisciplinary spirit of these fields and

subfields the entries make use of various theoretical empirical analytical practical and methodological

bases of knowledge expanded and updated the second edition includes over a thousand of new

entries representing the most current research in public administration public policy governance

nonprofit and nongovernmental organizations and management covering such important sub areas as

1 organization theory behavior change and development 2 administrative theory and practice 3

bureaucracy 4 public budgeting and financial management 5 public economy and public management

6 public personnel administration and labor management relations 7 crisis and emergency

management 8 institutional theory and public administration 9 law and regulations 10 ethics and

accountability 11 public governance and private governance 12 nonprofit management and

nongovernmental organizations 13 social health and environmental policy areas 14 pandemic and

crisis management 15 administrative and governance reforms 16 comparative public administration

and governance 17 globalization and international issues 18 performance management 19

geographical areas of the world with country focused entries like japan china latin america europe asia

africa the middle east russia and eastern europe north america and 20 a lot more relevant to
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professionals experts scholars general readers researchers policy makers and manger and students

worldwide this work will serve as the most viable global reference source for those looking for an

introduction and advance knowledge to the field

Latinx Revolutionary Horizons 2024-05-07 a necessary reconceptualization of latinx identity literature

and politics in latinx revolutionary horizons renee hudson theorizes a liberatory latinidad that is not yet

here and conceptualizes a hemispheric project in which contemporary latinx authors return to earlier

moments of revolution rather than viewing latinx as solely a category of identification she argues for an

expansive historicized sense of the term that illuminates its political potential claiming the x in latinx as

marking the suspension and tension between how latin american descended people identify and the

future politics the x points us toward hudson contends that latinidad can signal a politics grounded in

shared struggles and histories rather than merely a mode of identification in this way latinx

revolutionary horizons reads against current calls for cancelling latinidad based on its presumed anti

black and anti indigenous framework instead she examines the not yet here of latinidad to investigate

the connection between the revolutionary history of the americas and the creation of new genres in the

hemisphere from conversion narratives and dictator novels to neoslave narratives and testimonios by

comparing colonialisms she charts a revolutionary genealogy across a range of movements such as

the mexican revolution the filipino people power revolution resistance to trujillo in the dominican

republic and the cuban revolution in pairing nineteenth century authors alongside contemporary latinx

ones hudson examines a longer genealogy of latinx resistance while expanding its literary canon from

the works of josé rizal and martin delany to those of julia alvarez jessica hagedorn and leslie marmon

silko in imagining a truly transnational latinidad latinx revolutionary horizons thus rewrites our

understanding of the nationalist formations that continue to characterize latinx studies

Papers from the 6th International Conference on Trilobites and their Relatives 2019-04-15 a volume

from a monograph series featuring seven papers on trilobites with brief summaries this research

volume is entitled papers from the 6th international conference on trilobites and their relatives it s

volume 64 within the fossils and strata monograph series the research compilation originated from a

2017 conference in estonia seven papers on trilobites are included with summaries in the publication

the papers topics cover trilobites from the early cambrian to the late devonian

Resilient Water Services and Systems: 2019-08-15 resilient water services and systems the foundation

of well being provides an overarching framework on water and sanitation services and how they are

coping with resilience aging infrastructure and climate change the editors present conceptual evidence
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about resilience backed by case studies that demonstrate resilience in practice there are 13 case

studies from asia africa europe and north and south america providing informative perspectives from

around the world this is a timely collection of historic and contemporary evidence that will have

increasing relevance in the coming decades this volume will be of relevance to both scholars and

practitioners resilient water services are the key to water security across the world sustaining them is a

challenging task in high income countries where aging infrastructure is a critical issue and in low

income countries where new infrastructure is needed and ability to pay is a more formidable barrier to

success the editors have compiled a succinct analysis and assembled case studies that cover diverse

regions and contexts from this book the reader will gain a wealth of knowledge about water services

as well as rich vicarious experiences from the cases

International Aviation Law for Aerodrome Planning 2020-11-03 the objective of this book is to provide

icao states competent authorities and aerodrome operators with a comprehensive overview of legal

challenges related to international aerodrome planning answers to derived legal questions as well as

recommendations thereafter shall help to enhance regulatory systems and to establish a safer

aerodrome environment worldwide compliant aerodrome planning has an immense impact on the

safety of passengers personnel aircraft and of course the airport achieving a high safety standard is

crucial as many incidents and accidents in aviation happen at or in the vicinity of airports currently

more than 40 of the icao member states do not fully comply with international legal requirements for

aerodrome planning representatives of icao and states as well as aerodrome and authority personnel

will understand why compliance with the different legal facets of aerodrome planning is challenging

and learn how shortcomings can be solved

New Leadership Communication—Inspire Your Horizon 2023-09-01 this new book aims at inspiring

managers and passionate influential new leaders to re think how to address communication markets

challenge the way how to orchestrate communication instruments find new ways to communicate the

new and cultivate a positive communication culture leadership communication is a critical success

factor of senior management teams and new leaders game changer pioneers in the digital and human

age to better interact and connect with others drive innovation and adoption processes and empower

young minds with joy abundance and wisdom in the classical view leadership communication is part of

management communication which means leaders primarily use instruments focusing on teams

presentations and negotiations in the modern view however new leadership communication also

encompasses social media and innovation communication it dives deeper into ground rules for
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effective leadership communication and key themes such as virtual communication innovation and

leadership and communication model innovation be the inspiration become a new leader and shape

the world

China and Autocracy 2020-05-14 what effect is china s successful autocracy having on global politics

is it leading to the decline of democracy and the rise of strong man government worldwide china s

success economically this collection argues is undermining the post war consensus that liberal

democracy is best in a multi polar chinese dominated world trump putin erdogan and other global

leaders no longer criticize china in fact they frequently invoke the usefulness of strong and united

leadership at the same time china seeks to wear the mantle of a great power and in doing so talks

about human rights climate change freedom and economic liberalism this collection examines how

china views itself and where reality meets rhetoric on trade international relations diplomacy economics

and social policy the contributors expertly dissect china s autocracy and show how a ripple effect is

altering the political model consensus around the world

The Palgrave Handbook of Cross-Border Journalism 2024-02-03 this handbook critically analyzes cross

border news production and transnational journalism cultures in the evolving field of cross border

journalism as the era of the internet hasfurther expanded the border transcending production

dissemination andreception of news and with transnational co operations like the european

broadcasting union and bbc world news demonstrating different kinds of cross border journalism the

handbook considers the field with a range of international contributions it explores cross border

journalism from conceptual and empirical angles and includes perspectives on the the systemic

contexts of cross border journalism its structures and routines changes in production processes and

the shifting roles of actors in digital environments it examines cross border journalism across regions

and concludes with discussions on the future of cross border journalism including the influence of

automation algorithmisation virtual reality and ai

Varieties of Green Business 2018-09-28 this book provides rich new empirical evidence on green

business as it examines its variation between industries and nations and over time it demonstrates the

deep historical origins of endeavors to create for profit businesses that were more responsible and

sustainable but also how these strategies have faced constraints trade offs and challenges of

legitimacy based on extensive interviews and archives from around the world the book asks why green

business succeeds more in some contexts than others and draws lessons from failure as well as

success
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Essentials of Soil Science 2017-10-11 this book is a concise yet comprehensive modern introduction to

soil science and describes the development of soils their characteristics and their material composition

as well as their functions in terrestrial and aquatic environments soil functions include the delivery of

goods and services for the human society such as food clean water and the maintenance of

biodiversity the book is profusely illustrated with many coloured figures and tables to accompany the

text and ease its understanding particularly the chapter on soil classification based on the world

reference base for soil resources wrb features numerous colour pictures of typical soil profiles to

facilitate understanding the characteristics of particular soil types chapters on soil protection and

remediation and soil monitoring and the history of soil sciences conclude the book together with a very

comprehensive alphabetical index allowing for a quick and easy orientation about the most important

terms in soil sciences the book addresses all those who want to orient themselves about soils their

functions their importance in terrestrial and aquatic environments and their contribution to the actual

and future development of the human society such as teachers practitioners and students in the fields

of agriculture forestry gardening terrestrial and aquatic ecology and environmental engineering and of

course beginning students of soil science essentials of soil science is an updated english edition of the

highly valued german textbook bodenkunde in stichworten now in its 7th edition which was conceived

in 1969 as a standard text in soil science for universities high schools and all kinds of learned

institutions related to soil science and its applications including practitioners in agriculture forestry

landscape planning and architecture and users of soil in engineering and other areas for classroom

use borntraeger borntraeger cramer de 9783443010904 offers classroom sets of 10 and 20 copies

which you may order through your bookstore or directly online by following the respective link

Foreign Direct Investment in Latin America and the Caribbean 2018 2019-01-30 this publication sets

out and analyses the main foreign direct investment fdi trends in the countries of latin america and the

caribbean in 2017 certain trends that had already emerged in the global economic landscape became

more established in particular announcements of potential restrictions on trade and pressures to

relocate production to developed countries were confirmed at the same time china has taken steps to

restrict outflows of foreign direct investment fdi in order to align these flows with its strategic plan

adding to these factors is the expansion of digital technologies whose international expansion requires

smaller investments in tangible assets firms in these areas are heavily concentrated in the united

states and china which reduces the need for cross border mergers and acquisitions

On the Horizon, Vol. 4 2022-08-30 the nuclear scholars initiative is a program run by the project on
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nuclear issues at the center for strategic and international studies to engage emerging nuclear experts

in thoughtful and informed debate over how to best address the nuclear community s most pressing

problems the papers included in this volume comprise research from participants in the 2021 nuclear

scholars initiative these papers explore a range of crucial debates such as the future of arms control

and deterrence emerging technologies ssbn vulnerability public opinion cyber norms and the role of

regional dynamics including china and india in nuclear security

Journalism and Safety 2024-06-03 this volume presents key international research on journalism and

safety with a focus on conceptual global and transnational approaches as well as conflict challenges

and consequences for democracy it offers an overview of the latest research and ongoing

developments in the field of journalism and safety and speaks to the ways in which digital

developments have worsened the risks surrounding journalists with online harassments security

breaches surveillance and so forth challenging their safety like never before the first of two volumes

this book comprises a handpicked collection of cutting edge research articles authored by

distinguished international scholars the chapters in the book were originally published in digital

journalism journalism studies and journalism practice during the years 2019 2023 and have thus been

through rigorous double blind peer review the chapters draw on data from diverse geographical

locations such as u s syria yemen libya iraq palestine latin america pakistan philippines afghanistan

venezuela ethiopia and slovakia the first section of the book focuses on research that either has made

significant conceptual advancements on journalism and safety and or has contributed with global or

transnational approaches and the second section focuses on challenges in conflict coverage and the

impact it has on democracies this collection offers important points of entry for understanding this area

of research and insights into worthwhile concepts and approaches that can be used to further study

and advance knowledge it will be a key resource for scholars practitioners and researchers of

journalism media and cultural studies communication studies and sociology while also being of interest

to those seeking an introduction to the field

Social Programmes, Poverty Eradication and Labour Inclusion 2019 diverse social programmes

including conditional cash transfer programmes labour and production inclusion programmes and

social pensions are being implemented in latin american and caribbean countries with the aim of

ending poverty and reducing inequalities throughout the life cycle this book offers an up to date

analysis of these programmes and the way they relate to labour inclusion and analyses ongoing

debates regarding the possible incentives and disincentives they create in terms of the labour supply
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formalization and child labour among the target population considering that poverty is a structural

problem of highly unequal societies the thesis that poverty is due to a lack of effort on the part of the

poor is argued to be an expression of the strong prejudice against those living in poverty the great

majority of whom work or are actively seeking employment but are hampered by the large decent work

deficits existing in the region from an integrated and rights based perspective public policies should

simultaneously address the twofold challenge of social and labour inclusion in order to achieve basic

thresholds of well being by ensuring income universal access to good quality social services and

opportunities for decent work

Data Mining and Methods for Early Detection, Horizon Scanning, Modelling, and Risk Assessment of

Invasive Species 2018-05-03 invasive alien species are non indigenous taxa introduced to areas

beyond their natural distribution and bio geographical barriers by human activity with important impacts

on biodiversity human health and ecosystem services with the human population being higher than

ever before and increasing together with unprecedented rates of mobility of humans and goods the

introduction of new invasive species is more common than ever and is at the forefront of research in

many disciplines such as ecology epidemiology and food security the mechanisms of successful

introduction establishment and spread of invasive alien species are highly complex as biological social

geographic economic and climatic factors influence the way an invasive species is introduced and

determine the options available for its eventual detection and control with the rapid development of

smart sensors social networks digital maps and remotely sensed imagery spatio temporal data are

more ubiquitous and richer than ever before the availability of such large datasets big data poses great

challenges in data analysis in addition increased availability of computing power facilitates the use of

computationally intensive methods for the analysis of such data thus new methods are needed to

efficiently study and understand biological invasions a research topic held in frontiers environmental

informatics aimed to address this topic methods are defined in the widest terms and may be analytical

practical or conceptual among others a key aim of the thematic was to maximize the use of the

proposed methods techniques by the scientific community and environmental stakeholders

Fashion Marketing in Emerging Economies Volume I 2022-12-06 over the past few decades emerging

markets have experienced an increased share of global manufacturing service within the fashion

industry coupled with an increasing market share particularly for women s mid market apparel in order

for fashion firms to succeed in these markets it is crucial to gain an understanding of the state of the

industry macro environmental factors traditions and religious beliefs a one size fits all approach to
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global fashion marketing strategy now requires a step change fashion firms require dedicated

strategies which fit the need of the fashion brands that are operating or seeking to operate within

emerging markets in this contributed volume authors shed light on fashion marketing strategy for

emerging economies and recognise these markets as major growth centres chapters explore core

topics such as brand management sustainability digital marketing analytics and data science covering

a wide range of emerging markets chapters provide case studies from china india ethiopia romania

turkey brazil and nigeria among others this book responds to the growing demand for research

information recommendations and insight from practitioners entrepreneurs and academics who are

eager to understand marketing strategies tools and technologies that will work within this unique

industry

Security and Illegality in Cuba's Transition to Democracy 2021 this book examines present security

conditions in cuba and forecasts the effects that economic and social liberalization could have on

levels of criminality for decades cuban citizens have enjoyed relatively good security as a

consequence of surveillance and tight political control by an authoritarian state however economic

liberalization necessitated by the loss of soviet support has resulted in illicit activities and increased

criminality including drugs contraband and human trafficking today relatively good security and a stable

political system coexist with widespread illegality but as restrictions are eased the average citizen is

becoming less secure cuba s privileged geographical location combined with economic scarcity the

remnants of the communist system and the local criminal organizations it created also makes it

vulnerable to more dangerous foreign criminal groups based on both quantitative and qualitative data

including in depth interviews with experts on cuba and democratization and observational research in

cuba itself the book seeks to identify the risks associated with liberalization and to explore workable

solutions more broadly it aims to shed light on how the negative consequences of social and economic

liberalization can be minimized for the average citizen during periods of political transition from

authoritarian systems how can an environment be created in which safety is not sacrificed for more

open markets and politics

Climate Change 2021 – The Physical Science Basis 2023-07-26 the working group i contribution to the

sixth assessment report of the intergovernmental panel on climate change ipcc provides a

comprehensive assessment of the physical science basis of climate change it considers in situ and

remote observations paleoclimate information understanding of climate drivers and physical chemical

and biological processes and feedbacks global and regional climate modelling advances in methods of
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analyses and insights from climate services it assesses the current state of the climate human

influence on climate in all regions future climate change including sea level rise global warming effects

including extremes climate information for risk assessment and regional adaptation limiting climate

change by reaching net zero carbon dioxide emissions and reducing other greenhouse gas emissions

and benefits for air quality the report serves policymakers decision makers stakeholders and all

interested parties with the latest policy relevant information on climate change available as open

access on cambridge core

Robots, Artificial Intelligence and Service Automation in Travel, Tourism and Hospitality 2019-10-14

using a combination of theoretical discussion and real world case studies this book focuses on current

and future use of raisa technologies in the tourism economy including examples from the hotel

restaurant travel agency museum and events industries

Do Not Go Quietly 2019-05-21 resistance revolution standing up and demanding to have your space

your say your right to be from small acts of defiance to protests that shut down cities do not go quietly

is an anthology of science fiction and fantasy short stories about those who resist within this anthology

we will chronicle the fight for what is just and right and what that means from leading revolutions to the

simple act of saying no resistance can be a small act of everyday defiance and other times resistance

means massive movements that topple governments and become iconic historical moments either way

there is power in these acts and the contributors in do not go quietly will harness that power to shake

our readers to the core we are subordinates to a power base that is actively working to solidify its grip

on the world now is time to stand up and raise your voice and tell the world that enough is enough

table of contents john hornor jacobs glossolalia a merc rustad the judith plague maurice broaddus

nayad monroe what the mountain wants karin lowachee sympathizer brooke bolander kindle cassandra

khaw what we have chosen to love fran wilde the society for the reclamation of words and meaning

rich larson scurry sarah pinsker everything is closed today sheree renée thomas thirteen year long

song dee warrick nobody lives in the swamp russell nichols rage against the vending machine meg

elison hey alexa marie vibbert south of the waffle house veronica brush face jo miles choose your truth

rachael k jones oil under her tongue eugenia triantafyllou april teeth e catherine tobler kill the darlings

silicone sister remix shanna germain salted bone and silent sea cover art by marcela bolívar includes

4 interior original black white illustrations by the cover artist

Now We Are in Power 2023-06-06 during the first decade of the century evo morales and other leftists

took control of governments across latin america in the case of bolivia morales was that country s first
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indigenous president and was elected following five years of popular insurrection after decades of

neoliberal governance now we are in power makes the argument that the so called pink tide should be

understood as a passive revolution a process that has two phases a period of subaltern struggle from

average citizens strong enough to culminate in a political crisis which is followed by a time of

reconciliation and transformation angus mcnelly examines this movement as it unfolded and evaluates

how passive revolution plays out over a prolonged crisis ultimately demonstrating the inherent

contradictions and complications of the process

The Remains of the Past and the Invention of Archaeology in Roman Anatolia 2019-10-17 examines

how people in the roman past thought about even earlier ruins and material remains it examines

incidents that could be described as archaeology in antiquity

Human Capital and Competences in Project Management 2018-02-07 people s competence has a

strong influence on the strategy of human resource management affecting daily aspects thought

patterns and behavioral modes of executive management and employees from a business perspective

there is a strong relationship between human capital and success and also an integral development of

the human factor in all its dimensions both personal and professional and social competences must be

a key factor to reach it to help achieve this business excellence it is necessary to transfer the

demands of the labor market into education and one of the ways is through methodological framework

for project management and management specifically the ipma individual competence baseline which

is an essential tool for achieving economic growth corporate development and competitiveness

Geographers 2018-11-15 geographers biobibliographical studies volume 37 explores the concept of

distinction in geography through the lives of six geographers working in brazil north america europe

and réunion it investigates what distinction consists of how we identify and celebrate it and how it

relates to quotidian practices in the discipline the volume highlights the continuing importance of

biography and the international geographical union in recording and assessing distinction it also

considers the relevance of personal networks for the circulation and translation of distinguished

geographical knowledge and how this knowledge can underpin applied projects and critical appraisal of

geographical scholarship both at a national and sub national level gendered notions of distinction are

also addressed particularly through june sheppard who found limited recognition for her work as a

result of gendered expectations within the discipline and society at large by reflecting on how we

locate distinguished geographers and tell their histories geographers biobibliographical studies volume

37 makes an important contribution to fostering less canonical work in historical geography
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Postcolonial Literatures in the Local Literary Marketplace 2020-08-06 this book asks what reading

means in india nigeria the uk and cuba through close readings of literary texts from postcolonial spatial

architectural cartographic materialist trauma and gender perspectives it contextualises these close

readings through new interpretations of local literary marketplaces to assert the significance of local

not global meanings the book offers longer case studies on novels that stage important reading

moments alejo carpentier s the lost steps 1953 leonardo padura s adios hemingway 2001 tabish khair

s filming 2007 chibundhu onuzo s welcome to lagos 2017 and zadie smith s swing time 2016 chapters

argue that while india s literary market was disrupted by partition literature offers a means of moving

beyond trauma in post revolutionary cuba the special period led to exploitation of cuban literary culture

resulting in texts that foreground reading spaces in nigeria the market hosts meeting negotiation

reflection and trade including the writer s trade while black consciousness bookshops and writing in

britain operated to challenge the uk literary market a project still underway this book is a vindication of

reading and of the resistant power and creative potential of local literary marketplaces it insists on

located reading enabling close reading of world literatures sited in their local materialities

The Routledge International Handbook of Critical Participatory Inquiry in Transnational Research

Contexts 2023-11-03 the routledge international handbook of critical participatory inquiry in

transnational research contexts illustrates how research guided by the emancipatory epistemology of

critical participatory inquiry cpi can support social change in transnational contexts which are inherently

laden with unequal power dynamics and colonial structures it builds on prior volumes in participatory

action research community based participatory research and decolonizing methodologies this edited

volume offers cases from across the global south and global north and from diverse disciplines

including human rights migration education health youth studies and development to demonstrate how

cpi can fulfill its democratizing and decolonizing potential written primarily by new and emerging

scholars practitioners and community leaders these cases go on to illustrate how a critical participatory

approach to transnational research can enhance the strength of research processes and findings

create more equitable and just experiences for those who participate as co researchers and facilitate

social change providing a valuable framework for transnational cpi and a wealth of examples it will be

an invaluable read for undergraduate and graduate students of development studies healthcare

disciplines education and qualitative research it will also be of interest to researchers professionals

community leaders and even funders and policymakers who want to work toward greater equity and

social justice in transnational research contexts
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Picturing Cuba 2021-02-04 picturing cuba explores the evolution of cuban visual art and its links to

cubanía or cuban cultural identity featuring artwork from the spanish colonial republican and

postrevolutionary periods of cuban history as well as the contemporary diaspora these richly illustrated

essays trace the creation of cuban art through shifting political social and cultural circumstances

contributors examine colonial era lithographs of cuba s landscape architecture people and customs

that portrayed the island as an exotic tropical location they show how the avant garde painters of the

vanguardia or havana school wrestled with the significance of the island s african and indigenous roots

and they also highlight subversive photography that depicts the harsh realities of life after the cuban

revolution they explore art created by the first generation of postrevolutionary exiles which reflects a

new identity lo cubanoamericano cuban americanness and expresses the sense of displacement

experienced by cubans who resettled in another country a concluding chapter evaluates contemporary

attitudes toward collecting and exhibiting post revolutionary cuban art in the united states

encompassing works by cubans on the island in exile and born in america this volume delves into

defining moments in cuban art across three centuries offering a kaleidoscopic view of the island s

people culture and history contributors anelys alvarez lynnette m f bosch maría a cabrera arús iliana

cepero ramón cernuda emilio cueto carol damian victor deupi jorge duany alison fraunhar andrea o

reilly herrera jean françois lejeune abigail mcewen ricardo pau llosa e carmen ramos

Ana M. López 2023-02-01 ana m lópez is one of the foremost film and media scholars in the world her

work has addressed latin american filmmaking in every historical period across countries and genres

from early cinema to the present from brazil cuba and mexico to diasporic and latinx cinemas in the

united states from documentary to melodrama to politically militant film lópez s groundbreaking essays

have transformed latin american film studies opening up new approaches theoretical frameworks and

lines of investigation while also extending beyond cinema to analyze its connections with television

radio and broader cultural phenomena bringing together twenty five essays from throughout her career

including three that have been translated into english for this volume ana m lópez is divided into three

sections the transnational turn in latin american film studies analysis of genre and modes and debates

surrounding race ethnicity and gender expertly curated and edited by laura podalsky and dolores

tierney the volume includes introductory material throughout to map and situate lópez s key

interventions and to aid students and scholars less familiar with her work

Histories of Perplexity 2024-03-19 by combining chronological coverage analytical breadth and

interdisciplinary approaches these two volumes histories of solitude and histories of perplexity study
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the histories of colombia over the past two centuries as illustrations of the histories of democracy

across the americas the volumes bring together over 40 scholars based in colombia the united states

england and canada working in various disciplines to discuss how a country that has been consistently

presented as a rarity in latin america provides critical examples to re examine major historical

problems republicanism and liberalism export economies and agrarian modernization populism and

cultural politics of state formation revolutionary and counterinsurgent cold war violence neoliberal

reforms and urban development popular mobilization and counterhegemonic public spheres political

ecologies and environmental struggles and labors of memory and the challenge of reconciliation

contributors are sensitive to questions of subjectivity and discourse observant of ethnographic details

and micro politics and attuned to macro perspectives such as transnational and global histories these

volumes offer fresh perspectives on colombia and will be of great value to those interested in latin

american and caribbean history

Research Handbook on Public Sociology 2023-05-09 engaging with the key debates and issues in a

continuously evolving field lavinia bifulco and vando borghi bring together contributions from leading

social scientists to debate the enduring relevance of public sociology in light of ongoing changes in the

social world

The Soils of Wisconsin 2017-02-25 this book provides an up to date and comprehensive report on the

soils of wisconsin a state that offers a rich tapestry of soils it discusses the relevant soil forming factors

and soil processes in detail and subsequently reviews the main soil regions and dominant soil orders

including paleosols and endemic and endangered soils the last chapters address soils in a changing

climate and provide an evaluation of their monetary value and crop yield potential richly illustrated the

book offers both a valuable teaching resource and essential guide for policymakers land users and all

those interested in the soils of wisconsin

Computing Taste 2022-12-06 meet the people who design the algorithms that capture our musical

tastes the people who make music recommender systems have lofty goals they want to broaden

listeners horizons and help obscure musicians find audiences taking advantage of the enormous

catalogs offered by companies like spotify apple music and pandora but for their critics recommender

systems seem to embody all the potential harms of algorithms they flatten culture into numbers they

normalize ever broadening data collection and they profile their users for commercial ends drawing on

years of ethnographic fieldwork anthropologist nick seaver describes how the makers of music

recommendation navigate these tensions how product managers understand their relationship with the
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users they want to help and to capture how scientists conceive of listening itself as a kind of data

processing and how engineers imagine the geography of the world of music as a space they care for

and control computing taste rehumanizes the algorithmic systems that shape our world drawing

attention to the people who build and maintain them in this vividly theorized book seaver brings the

thinking of programmers into conversation with the discipline of anthropology opening up the cultural

world of computation in a wide ranging exploration that travels from cosmology to calculation myth to

machine learning and captivation to care

Crusades 2019-02-06 crusades covers seven hundred years from the first crusade 1095 1102 to the

fall of malta 1798 and draws together scholars working on theatres of war their home fronts and

settlements from the baltic to africa and from spain to the near east and on theology law literature art

numismatics and economic social political and military history routledge publishes this journal for the

society for the study of the crusades and the latin east particular attention is given to the publication of

historical sources in all relevant languages narrative homiletic and documentary in trustworthy editions

but studies and interpretative essays are welcomed too crusades also incorporates the society s

bulletin the editors are benjamin z kedar hebrew university israel jonathan phillips royal holloway

university of london uk nikolaos g chrissis democritus university of thrace greece

Reoccupying the Political 2020-06-29 focusing on the increasing refusal and transgression of politics

as normal across the globe this book examines new forms of democratisation democratic life and

political subjectivity as people seek to gain control over the decisions and processes affecting their

lives the contributors to this volume challenge the hegemonic truth regimes of political science by

bringing to our attention practices and discussions on the margins of political theorisation and

conceptualisation they offer a pluridiveristy of theorisations and engagements that mirror the very

practises of democratic life of which they speak they demonstrate how research on the margins

enables us to develop and deepen our conceptualisation and engagement with these new forms of

democratic thought and practice and hence our understanding of the political and the transformation of

political science these new forms of politics call into question the epistemological authority of political

science and this book will be of interest to those seeking to understand the increasing trend towards

prefigurative epistemologies decolonising methodologies and participatory forms of becoming political

this book was originally published as a special issue of social identities

Critical Junctures and Historical Legacies 2022-02-28 over the past 50 years scholars across the

social sciences have employed critical juncture analysis to understand how social orders are created
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become entrenched and change in this book leading scholars from several disciplines offer the first

coordinated effort to define this field of research assess its theoretical and methodological foundations

and use a critical assessment of current practices as a basis for guiding its future contributors include

stars in this field who have written some of the classic works on critical junctures as well as the rising

stars of the next generation who will continue to shape historical comparative analysis for years to

come critical junctures and historical legacies will be an indispensable resource for social science

research methods scholars and students

Global Productivity 2021-06-09 the covid 19 pandemic struck the global economy after a decade that

featured a broad based slowdown in productivity growth global productivity trends drivers and policies

presents the first comprehensive analysis of the evolution and drivers of productivity growth examines

the effects of covid 19 on productivity and discusses a wide range of policies needed to rekindle

productivity growth the book also provides a far reaching data set of multiple measures of productivity

for up to 164 advanced economies and emerging market and developing economies and it introduces

a new sectoral database of productivity the world bank has created an extraordinary book on

productivity covering a large group of countries and using a wide variety of data sources there is an

emphasis on emerging and developing economies whereas the prior literature has concentrated on

developed economies the book seeks to understand growth patterns and quantify the role of among

other things the reallocation of factors technological change and the impact of natural disasters

including the covid 19 pandemic this book is must reading for specialists in emerging economies but

also provides deep insights for anyone interested in economic growth and productivity martin neil baily

senior fellow the brookings institution former chair u s president s council of economic advisers this is

an important book at a critical time as the book notes global productivity growth had already been

slowing prior to the covid 19 pandemic and collapses with the pandemic if we want an effective

recovery we have to understand what was driving these long run trends the book presents a novel

global approach to examining the levels growth rates and drivers of productivity growth for anyone

wanting to understand or influence productivity growth this is an essential read nicholas bloom william

d eberle professor of economics stanford university the covid 19 pandemic hit a global economy that

was already struggling with an adverse pre existing condition slow productivity growth this

extraordinarily valuable and timely book brings considerable new evidence that shows the broad based

long standing nature of the slowdown it is comprehensive with an exceptional focus on emerging

market and developing economies importantly it shows how severe disasters of which covid 19 is just
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the latest typically harm productivity there are no silver bullets but the book suggests sensible

strategies to improve growth prospects john fernald schroders chaired professor of european

competitiveness and reform and professor of economics insead
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